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APPLYINGCOORDINATEPRODUCTS
TO THE TOPOLOGICAL IDENTIFICATION OF NORMED SPACES
ROBERT CAUTY AND TADEUSZDOBROWOLSKI
Abstract. Using the /2-products we find pre-Hilbert spaces that are absorbing
sets for all Borelian classes of order a > 1 . We also show that the following
spaces are homeomorphic to S°° , the countable product of the space £ =

{(x„) 6 R°° : (x„) is bounded} :
(1) every coordinate product X\c H„ of normed spaces H„ in the sense of
a Banach space C , where each H„ is an absolute F^-set and infinitely
many of the Hn 's are Z„ -spaces,
(2) every function space LP = f\pi<p LP with the L'-topology, 0 < q <
p < oo,

(3) every sequence space lp = f[p<pi lp with the /'-topology, 0 < p < q <
oo .

We also note that each additive and multiplicative Borelian class of order
a > 2, each projective class, and the class of nonprojective spaces contain uncountably many topologically different pre-Hilbert spaces which are Za -spaces.

1. Introduction
We are interested in the topological classification of noncomplete normed linear spaces. The main tool in this area is the method of absorbing sets discovered
and applied in the cr-compact case by Anderson and Bessaga and Pelczyñski
(see [2]). Absorbing sets which are not necessarily cr-closed in a considered
copy s of I2 were developed by Bestvina and Mogilski [4]. A disadvantage of
the approach presented in [4] was that two homeomorphic absorbing sets in s
might not have been relatively homeomorphic. The difficulty was overcome in
[7] due to replacing the strong universality property by its relative version (see
Theorem 2.2). We construct linear subspaces Fa, a > 1 (respectively, Ga,
a > 2 ) of I2 that are absorbing sets for the additive Borelian class s/a (respectively, the multiplicative Borelian class Jia ) and such that the pair (I2, Fa)
(respectively, (I2, Ga) ) is strongly (Jfx, séa)-universal (respectively, (^#i, Jff)universal). Applying Theorem 2.2, (I2, Fa) and (I2, Ga) are homeomorphic
to (s, Aa) and (s, ila), respectively, where Aa and ila are absorbing sets in

s constructed in [4].
One may guess that FQ (respectively, C7a) is the weak /2-product £/2 H„
(respectively, the /2-product TJ/2Hn ) of pre-Hilbert spaces H„ that contain a
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closed copy of Aa (respectively, Q.a ). The crucial step is to show that ^/2 Hn
and J]/2 Hn are strongly sfa- and ^»-universal, respectively. Actually, we are

able to verify the strong (5f, i?)-universality property of an arbitrary normed
coordinate product pair (nc En, Y,c H") provided each element of (JF, 2C)
admits a relative closed embedding into every (En, Hf) (see Proposition 3.1).
A version of 3.1 for cartesian products was earlier applied [11, 13, 12] in order
to identify some function and sequence spaces that are homeomorphic to Q.2 =
X°° . Applying 3.1 (and its variations), we show that several absolute FCT(5-spaces
that underlie a "product" structure are homeomorphic to Cl2. In particular,
we prove that every normed coordinate product \\c Hn , C being a Banach
space, is homeomorphic to £l2 provided each H„ £ Jf2 and infinitely many
of the Hn 's are ZCT-spaces. Another application concerns the function space
LP = f]pl<pLpl m the F?-topology (q < p) and the sequence space lp =
C\p<p'lp> in the /«-topology (p < q). We prove that LP, 0 < <?< p < oo,
and lp , 0 < p < q < oo, are homeomorphic to Ci2. Actually, we show that
the pairs (Lq, LP), (I9,1"), and (s, Q.2) are homeomorphic. The fact that
the space LP considered as a subspace of F° (of all measurable functions with
the topology of convergence in measure) and the space lp as a subspace of F°°
are homeomorphic to £l2 was previously obtained in [13]. Let us note that
dealing with these different topologies on LP (same for lp ) the natural linear
map 4* : F° —>(F0)00 is employed. In the present paper *F is considered as a
linear isomorphism of F1 onto J]/' LX witn tne following key property:

W)n £,,£' = £,,/>.
In the last section we provide some examples of pre-Hilbert spaces with rather
mysterious topological structure. They all are of the form
Y(A)xFa

and

Y(A)xGa,

where Y (A) is the linear span of a linearly independent subset A in I2 . In
particular, we show that every projective class ^„ \ \Jk<„ â°k, n > 1 , contains uncountably many nonhomeomorphic pre-Hilbert spaces. The same is
true for the class of spaces which are nonprojective. We observe that the argument of Henderson and Pelczynski [2] showing that there are uncountably
many cr-compact pre-Hilbert spaces applies (after a minor change) to produce
uncountably many nonhomeomorphic pre-Hilbert spaces in each class stfa\Jfa
and Jfa \sfa for a > 2 .
The results of §3 will be applied to construct absorbing sets for all projective
classes in a forthcoming paper by the first named author.
The authors wish to note that J. Dijkstra and J. Mogilski have recently obtained the same results concerning LP- and /''-spaces [10].

Convention. All spaces considered are separable and metrizable. Maps are continuous functions.
2. Preliminaries

Let us recall that a closed subset A of a space A' is a Z-set (respectively,
a strong Z-set) if for every open cover ^ of X there exists a ^-close to the
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identity map f : X -y X such that f(X)C\A = 0 (respectively, cl(f(X)) \~\A=
0 ). A space which is a countable union of Z-sets is called a Z^-space. Note
that every Za -space is of the first category. In the case where X is an absolute
neighborhood retract a closed set A is a Z-set iff given n every map of the ndimensional cube I" into X can be approximated by maps into X\A. Every
not necessarily closed set A satisfying the above condition is called locally

homotopy negligible in X (see [17]).
Fix a pair of spaces (K, L), i.e., L ç K. We say that a pair of spaces
(X, Y) is strongly (K, F)-universal if, for every closed subset D of K, every
map / : K -* X whose restriction to F is a Z-embedding (i.e., f\D is an
embedding and f(D) is a Z-set in X ) and satisfies the condition

(f\D)-x(Y) = DnL,
and every open cover ^ of X, there exists a Z-embedding g : K -» X which
is ^-close to / and satisfies the conditions

g\D = f\D

and g~x(Y) = L.

We find it convenient to formulate the following technical fact concerning
the strong (K, F)-universality (cf. [4, Proposition 2.2]).
Proposition 2.1. Let an absolute neighborhood retract X, its subsets Y ç Y',
and a pair of spaces (K, L) satisfy the following conditions:
(i) every Z-set in X is a strong Z-set,

(ii) X \ Y is locally homotopy negligiblein X,
(iii) Y' is locally homotopy negligiblein X,
(iv) given open subsets U of K and V of X, a map f : K -> X with

f(U) cVnY

and f(K\U)

c X\V,

and an open cover V ofV,

there exists a closed embedding g : U -» V which is W -close to f\ U

and satisfies g(U) c Y' and g~x(V n Y) = L n U.
Then for every Z ç X with Z C\Y' = Y, the pair (X, Z) is strongly (K, L)universal.
Before we give a proof of 2.1 we recall that / : K -» X is closed over a set
Ac X if for every a £ A and every neighborhood U of f~x({a}) there exists
a neighborhood V of a such that f~x(V) c U (see [4]).
Proof 'of '2.1. Let D he a closed subset of K and let f : K -* X be a map such

that f\D is a Z-embedding satisfying (f\D)-x(Z) = DnL.

Since f(D) is

a strong Z-set in X and X \ Y is locally homotopy negligible in X, we can
apply [4, Lemma 1.1; 17, Theorem 2.4] to approximate f by f such that

(1) f\D = f\D,
(2) f is closed over f(D),

(3) f(K\D)cY\f(D).
Set U = K\D

and V = X \ f(D).

Let ^ be an open cover of X. Fix a

metric d on X and choose an open cover 'V of V which is inscribed in %
and such that
(4) for every element W of T, diam(H/) < dist(!T, X\V).
By our assumption, there exists a closed embedding g : U —»V which is W-

close to f\U and such that g~x(V nY) = U n L and g(U) c Y'. By (4), g
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can be continuously extended by f = f over D to a one-to-one map which
is ^-close to /. Denote this extension also by g. We have g~x(V n Y) =
U n F and consequently g(L) c Z. Moreover, if g(x) £ Z and x £ D
then £(x) £ ZnY' = Y. This, together with (/|Z))-1(Z) = D n F, yields
^_1(Z) = F. To show that g : F —»X is a closed embedding, let {g (xn)}^=l
converge to y £ X. If y £ f(D) then, by (4), {f(xn)}^=l converges to y and
consequently, by (2), {xn}f=x converges to f~l(y).
Otherwise, y £ V and
{x„}^, converges to g~x(y). Since g(K) c f(D) U Y7, the union of a Z-set
and a locally homotopy negligible set, g(K), is a Z-set in X.

Let ^

and 3? be classes of spaces. We write (K, L) £ (f%, J¿?) provided

K £f% and F e Sf . A pair of spaces (X, Y) is said to be strongly (5f, S?)universal if (X, Y) is strongly (K, F)-universal for every pair (K, L) £
(3?, 5?). This concept was introduced in [6]. If the pair ifi , Y) is strongly
(F, F)-universal for every F £ Jïf then, according to [4], Y is strongly 3?universal.
In what follows, S? will satisfy the following conditions:
(a) if F and F' are homeomorphic and F 6 -2*, then F' e S?,
(b) if a space F is a union of its two closed subspaces which belong to J? ,

then L£2',
(c) every closed subset of an element of S? belongs to J?.
The following fact proved in [7] extends the uniqueness theorem for absorbing sets discovered by Anderson and Bessaga and Pelczyriski (see [2]).

Theorem 2.2 [7, Theorem 2.1]. Let X be a topological copy of I2 and let Yx
and Y2 be two subsets of X. Assume that both Y = Yxand Y2 satisfy the
following conditions:
(i) X\Y is locally homotopy negligible in X,
(ii) Y is a Za-space,
(iii) Y is a countable union of closed sets that are elements of J?,
(iv) (X, Y) is strongly (Jf, Sffuniversal, where Jf is the class of completely metrizable spaces.
Then, for every open cover % of X, there exists a %-close to the identity home-

omorphism of (X, Yx) onto (X, Yf).
Every subset Y of X which is strongly ^-universal and fulfils (i)-(iii) is
called an ¿'-absorbing set in X. In [4], it was shown that two ¿"-absorbing
sets in a copy of I2 are homeomorphic. Theorem 2.2 may be rephrased in its
weaker form as follows: two ¿"-absorbing sets in a copy of I2 are relatively
homeomorphic provided they are strongly (./#, ¿^-universal.

3. Strong

universality

in products

Let C be a normed countable coordinate space (briefly, a normed coordinate
space), i.e., C = (C, \\ • \\c) is a normed linear space of real sequences such
that
(ci) for every bounded sequence X = (If) and every c = (c„) £ C, we have

X-c = (Xncn)£C and ||A-c||c < IWUIkllc , where U\\x = sup„>,|A„|,
(C2) for every e > 0 and every (cn) £ C there exists k such that

||(0, ... ,0,ck,

ck+x, ...)\\c <£,
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(C3) each unit vector u„ = (ôf) belongs to C.
We took the notion of a normed coordinate space from [1] (see also [16]) where
the following equivalent condition replaces ( C3): C is contained in no hyperplane {(c„) : ck = 0 } , k > 1. (For examples of normed coordinate spaces,
see [1].) Note that C contains all eventually zero sequences Co . Later on we
have to assume that C \ Co / 0. This, of course, is the case if C is a Banach
space.
Let {(En, || • Uti)}^! be a sequence of normed linear spaces. We consider
the linear spaces

]JcEn = i(yn)£f[En:(\\yn\\n)£c\
and

^c

F„ = i (yn) £ W En : y„ = 0 for almost all n \

which are both equipped with the norm |||(y«)||| = || (||yn||#i) ||c ■ These spaces
are called, respectively, the normed coordinate product (of the F„ 's in the
sense of C ) and the weak normed coordinate product (briefly, C-product and
weak C-product of the En 's). For y = (y„) £ \\cEn and k > 1, we write
fk{y) = (0,...,yk,
yk+x,...),
sk(y) = y-rk(y), and nk(y) = yk . Identifying
En with the natural subspace of \\c E„ , we have

(A) llk(y)|||<|||y|||,
(B) |||^(y)|||<|||rfc(y)|||<|||y|||,
(C) lim|||rfc(y)||| = 0,
for every k > 1 and y € T[c En .
We now give the main result of this section.
Proposition 3.1. Let {(En , Hn)}f^=x be a sequence of pairs of nontrivial normed
linear spaces with each Hn dense in E„ and let C be a normed coordinate
space that contains an element with infinitely many nonzero terms. Fix a pair of
spaces (K, L) and assume that for every n > 1 there exists a bounded closed

embedding y/n : K —►
F„ with y/~x(Hn) = L. Then, for every Z ç F = T[c En
with Z n £c F„ = 5Zc H" • the pair (E, Z) is strongly (K, Lfuniversal.
We shall make use of the next two lemmas.

Lemma 3.2. There exists a homotopy

<D= (d>„): (F x [0, 1], £c//„

x [0, 1]) - (F, ¿ZcHn)

satisfying the following conditions:

(i) <D(.,0)= id,
(ii) if n>\ + 2, then <S>n(y,
t) = 0,
(iii) if for some sequence {(y(i), tj)}°Zx c F x [0, 1] with limi, = 0 there

exists y £ E such that lim<P(y(i), /,) = y, then limy(/) = y.
Lemma 3.3. There exists a one-to-one map

cp:Kx(0,

1]-^F
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satisfying the following conditions:
(iv) cp-x{YjCHn)=Lx(0,
1],

(v) \\\cp(x,t)\\\<t forall (x,t)£Kx(0,
1],
(vi) if x £ K and -¡¡^ < t < j¡, then nn+2cp(x,t)^0

while nkcp(x,t) = 0

for all k < n and k > n + 4,
(vii) if the sequence {cp(x¡, t¡)}flx converges in E, {(x,■■,,
ti)}flx c Fx(0,
and limti = t0 > 0, then {x,}g, converges in K.

1],

First, we derive Proposition 3.1 from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3.

Proof of 3.1. We make use of 2.1 with the following data: X = E, Y = £c Hn ,
Y' = J2c^n ' ano< Z . It is known that Z-sets in F are strong Z-sets (see [5,
Lemma 2.6; 13, Lemma 2.1]). It is also clear that E\J2cHn
and 5Zc^« are
locally homotopy negligible in F (see, e.g., [17]). Fix a map f : K -* E and
open sets U c K and V c F such that f = f\U maps U into V n Y,c H"
and f(x) $ V for all x $ U. Let 'V be an open cover of V. Pick a map

ctj: F-> (0, 1] suchthat
(1) whenever y e Fand ze£
satisfy |||y- z\\\ < 2co(y) then there exists
an element 'V containing both y and z .

Let O be a homotopy of 3.2. Pick a map e : E -» [0, 1] such that
(2) £-1({0}) = F\F,
(3) |||0(y,e(y))-y|||<u;(y)

W (iö^)-1

forall ye F,
<û>U0 forallyeF.

Write e(x) = e(f(x)) and A(x) = (-¿K + 4)_1. Pick a homotopy ^ from 3.3
and define g : U —>F by the formula
g(x) = í>(/(x),

e(x)) + cp(x, X(x)).

Applying (3)-(4) and (v), we get

HI/0) - g{x)\\\< <o{f(x))+ X(x)< 2co(f(x))
for every x £ U. The property ( 1) of co assures that the range of g is F
and that g is 2^-close to /. Clearly, g takes values in ^2CE„ and, by (iv),

g-x(VnJ2cH„) = Lnu.
To finish the proof, it remains to show that g : U —>V is a closed embedding. First we check that g is one-to-one. If -^ < e(x) < j¡ then, by (ii),

<Pp(f(x), e(x)) = 0 for all p > n + 3. Since ^ < X(x) < -¡^ we have, by
(vi), <p„+è(x,X(x)) t¿ 0 and cpk(x, X(x)) = 0 for k ^ n+4, n + 5, n + 6, n + 1.
Assume that g(x) = g(x') and e(x') < e(x). Letting ^py < e(x') < p-, we
see that n' > n and, by (vi), cp„i+^(x', X(x')) ^ 0. It follows that
cpn'+o(x', X(x')) = g„>+6(x') = gn'+e(x) = cpn,+(s(x, X(x)) ¿ 0;

hence, n' = n or n + l. Then, for every p > n + 4, we have <$>p(f(x'), e(x')) =
$>p(f(x), e(x)) = 0 and consequently cpp(x, X(x)) = gp(x) = gp(x') =
cpp(x', X(x')). Since, by (vi), cpp(x, X(x)) = cpp(x', X(x')) = 0 forall p < «+3,
we conclude that
cp(x, X(x)) = cp(x', X(x')).
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The latter yields x = x' because cp is one-to-one. Now, suppose {g(Xi)}°^x
converges to y = (y„) £ V for some sequence {x,}^ c U. Write e, = e(x,)
and Xj = X(Xi). We can assume that {e/}^ converges to eo £ [0, 1]. If

e0 = 0, then lim A, = 0. Using (v), we get lim<P(/(x,), e,) = y . Then, by (iii),
{f(Xi)}'flx converges to y. By the continuity of e, we get e(y) = 0 which
contradicts (2). Therefore, we can assume that eo > 0. Let

n
" n+ 1
for some 0 < s0 < 1 We can further assume that
fii = Si

1

,.
,1
+ (1-SO-

ZI
n±l
Then, we have <J>„+J(x,,£,) = 0 for all i and j > 3; and consequently the
sequence {<pn+j(xi,A,)}g, = {g„+;(x,-)}^, converges to y„+; for all ; > 3.

For p ^ n + j ,we have, by (vi), ç?p(x;, X¡)= 0. It follows that {^(x,, X¡)}<¡t{
converges in F. Since limA, = (j- + 4)_1 > 0, by (vii), the sequence {x,}°f,
is convergent in K. If limx, = x e F \ F, then lim/(x,) = f(x) £ E \ V and
lime(x,) = e(/(x)) = 0, contradicting (2). We have shown that g is a closed
embedding.
Proof of 3.2. Pick a vector en £ Hn with |||en||| = 1. Define 4>: F x [0, 1] -►F

by 0(y, 0) = y ,

° (y ' i) = {yi' •■• ' y"-1' °' IH^WI- e"+x• °» °» —)
and

*(>'-sÍ+<1-s)ítt)=s<i>(>'-s)+(1-s»*(^ítt)
for every « > 1, 0 < s < 1, and y = (y„) e F. It is clear that <P transforms
Y,CH„ x [0, 1] into ¿~^cHn , is continuous on F x (0, 1], and satisfies (i) and
(ii). The continuity of <P at the points (y, 0) will follow from the auxiliary
estimations.
Given y = (y„) £ E, we have

-•('•Î)<ll|y-*i.(y)lll+

sn(y)-<i>(y,

r„(y)|||^+1|||
= Ilk-Mill
+ HUH

For t = s^ + (l - s)-^

-j

= 2|||r„(y)|||

, 0 < s < 1, and y e F, we have

(1) |||y -<D(y, OUI = mí (y-O(y, i)) + (1 - s)(y - *(y, j¿t
< s\\\y - <D(y, I)||| + (1 - s)\\\y - 4>(y, ^)\\\
< 2s\\\rn(y)\\\ +
2(l-5)|||r„+1(y)|||<2|||r„(y)|||.
Let {(y(i), í¿)}^i be a sequence of F x (0, 1] that is convergent to (y, 0) £

E x {0} and let
(2) i, = s,J- + (1 - Si)-^
Using (1), we get

for some 0 < s, < 1 and n,--> oo.

(3) \\\y-<s>(y(i),
ti)\\\< \\\y-y(i)\\\+\\\y(i)-*(y(i),
4)111
< |||y-y(/)|||+
2||K(y(i))|||.
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On the other hand, applying (B), we obtain

(4) ||k„(y(z))|||< ||My)||| + ||k„ (y - y(i)) \\\ < \\\rn(y)\\\+ \\\y- y(i)\\\.
Combining (3) and (4), we get

|||y-0(y(/),ii)lll<3|||y-y(/)|||

+ 2|||r„,(y)|||.

The latter inequality together with (C) yields the continuity of <P at (y, 0).

Now, let {(y(i), t¡)}flx c F x (0, 1] be such that lim<D(y(/), tt) = y £ E
and lim t,■= 0. Express t¡ in the form of (2). We have

Illy- y(z)|||< \\\sn,(y)
- *,(y(i))|||+ HKOOIII
+ IIK(yO"))IHWe see that sn¡(y(i)) = sn¡(Q>(y(i), ti)). Therefore, after using (A), we get

H|j„üO-í*(y(0)lll
= \\\sn,(y-^(y(i),
4))III< Illy-*(y(0,ii)IIIThis implies

Illy-y(i)\\\< \\\y- *(y(0, t¡)III+ llk„,(y)lll
+ HK(y(/))|||.
Note that the first two terms tend to 0 if z —>oo. To show (iii), it remains to
verify that the last term also tends to 0. It is clear that it is enough to consider
the case where s¡ > \ for all i and the case where s¡ < \ for all i. In the first
case, we apply (B) to the («, + 1)-coordinate and get

|||y - <D(y(/),U)HI> |||y„,+1-5;|||/-„,(y(0)|||-^,+,111.
Then, since |||e„i+i||| = 1, we estimate

IIK(y(i))|||<¿(Illy-*(y(0,íi)III+11^+1111)
<2(|||y-<D(y(/),ii)HI
+ IIK+.HI)Finally, according to (B) and (C), lim,--.«, r„,.(y(z')) = 0.
s¡ < j , we apply (B) to the «/-coordinate and obtain

In the case where

IHy-*(y(í),4)lll>|||y«l-(i-í/)y^(/)lll
and hence

ll|y«i(i)lll
<t4t: (Illy
-*(y(0,«i)111
+ HMD
<2(|||y-0(y(z),i/)lll+ ll|y»,lll).
The same argument applied to the (n¡ + 2)-coordinate yields

|||y-«(y(i),/i)|||>|IK+2-(i-íí)llkB<+i(y(í))lll-e-,+2ll|.
As before, we get

llk»,+i(y(i))lll
< jzjt (Illy- *(y(0,4) III+ IIK+2III)
<2(|||y-<D(y(z),iI)|||

+ |||y„,.+2|||).

The latter, in turn, implies

llk„/(y(í))lll<llly»,(í)lll
+ llk»/+i(y(/))|||
<4|||y-(D(y(/),zí)|||

+ 2(|||y„,||| + |||y„,+2|||).

Finally, according to (B) and (C), the last two terms of the above inequality
tend to 0 if z —>00 .
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my,t),t)

Note. Condition (iii) is equivalent to the fact that the map (y, t)
from F x [0, 1] into F x [0, 1] is closed over F x {0} .
Proof of 3.3. By our assumption there exists a closed embedding

such that
¥ -X(H„) = L

and

Pick a vector en £ Hn with

(pP{x,-)

\\\y/n(x)

<

y/n : K

1

2«'

Define cp= (cpp) as follows:

if p / n, n + 2,
if p = n,
if p = n + 2.

=

and
x,s-

n

+ (i -s)——
n+ i

X' n '

s)cp x,

1
n+ 1

for n > 1 and 0 < s < 1 . It is clear that p is continuous and satisfies (vi) and
(iv). We have

< IH^WIII+llk»+2i<I.
n
Consequently, we estimate

1

IIW*.0HI<s

+ (l-s)

x, n

<j- + (l
n

cp X,

n+ 1

1
n+l

To show that cp is one-to-one, let cp(x, t) = cp(x', t') for some (x, t), (x', t') £

F x (0, 1]. If t = sj¡ + (1 - s)j¡^

with n > 1 and 0 < í < 1 (respec-

tively, t = 1 ), then the last nonvanishing coordinate of cp(x, t) is the (n + 3)coordinate (respectively, the third coordinate) and it equals (1 -s)en+i (respectively, ef). This shows that t = t'. Clearly, we have cpn+x(x, t) = (l-s)y/n+x(x)
(respectively, ^(x, t) = >px(x)). Since y/n (respectively, \px) is an embedding,
we get x = x'.
Let {(x,, ti)}°lx be a sequence of F x (0, 1] such that {^(x,, ti)}°lx converges in F and lim t,■= t0 > 0. Assume that to = So¿ + ( 1 - so)^y ^or some
n > 1 and 0 < so < 1 (the case where í0 = ¿ , n> 1, can be treated similarly).
We may suppose that t¡■= s¡j¡ + (1 - s¡)j¡^ for all i, where 0 < s, < 1 and
lims¡ = So■ Since cpn(Xi,t¡) = s¡y/„(Xi), {^«(x,)}^, converges in F„ . Finally,
{x,}°f, converges in F because y/n is a closed embedding.
In §§4 and 5, we will employ the following variation of Proposition 3.1.
Proposition 3.4. Let {(En , Hn)}fZ:Xbe a sequence of pairs of nontrivial normed
linear spaces with each H„ dense in E„ and let C be a normed coordinate space.
Fix a pair of spaces (K, L). Assume there are pairwise disjoint infinite subsets

Nx, N2, ... of the set of integers N such that Nkn{l, 2, ... , k-l}
writing
Ck = {(cp)p€Nk ■IcecVpeNt np(c) = cp }

= 0 and,
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and identifying Ck with the natural subspace of C, each Ck contains an element with infinitely many nonzero terms and there exists a bounded closed

embedding y/k: K —>T[c Ep with y/fl(Y\c Hp) = L for k > 1. Then, the
pair (T[cEn, X\cHn) is strongly (K, Lfuniversal.

A proof of 3.4 will be omitted. Let us indicate that to get it one has to follow
the proof of 3.1 and replace 3.3 by the lemma below.

Lemma 3.5. There exists a one-to-one map

<p:Kx(0,l]->HcEn
satisfying conditions (v) and (vii) o/3.3 together with
(iV) cp-l{\lcHn) = Lx(0,l],
(vi') given n > 1 there exists an integer k„ > kn_x (kx > 1) such that, if
x £ K and -¡^ < t < \ then %kncp(x,t) ^ 0 while nkcp(x, t) = 0 for
all k£N\ (Nn+XU Nn+2U {kn, kn+x}).
Proof. Pick kn £ Nx with kn > kn-X ( kx > 1 ). By our assumption, there exists

a closed embedding y/„ : K —>\\c

Ep , n > 1, such that

vñl (l~lCn+iHp)
= L and IH^WIII<\
for all x £ K. Pick a vector ekn £ Hkn with \\\ekn\\\ = j¡¡. Define cp= (cpk) as

H)

<Pk

0

if k£N\{Nn+xU{kn}),

ekn

if k = kn,

[ nk\p„(x)

if k±kn,

and

x'4 + (1-s)^tt)=^(x'Í)

+ (1-^(x'^tt)

for n > 1 and 0 < 5 < 1. Conditions (iv') and (vi') follow easily. To verify
(v) and (vii), repeat a reasoning of the proof of 3.3.

The next result is a counterpart of Proposition 3.1 for cartesian products and
can be viewed as a relative version of [4, Proposition 2.5]. We need to recall
that by the weak product of X¡ 's with the basepoints *, € X¡ we mean

W (Xi, *,) = < (x,) e JJX¡: : x, = *, for almostall i >
(endowed with the subspace topology).
Proposition 3.6. Let X¡ be a noncompact absolute retract and let Y¡ be a subset

of Xi such that X¡ \ Y, is locallyhomotopynegligiblein X¡ for i = 1,2, ... .
Fix a pair of spaces (K, L) and assume that for every i > 1 there exists a closed

embedding
hi-.K^Xi

with h~x(Yi) = L.

Then, for every choice of basepoints *, e Y, and every set Z ç X = rj/^i Xi

with Zf\W(Xi, *,) = W(Yt, *,-), the pair (X, Z) is strongly (K, Lfuniversal.
Proof. We apply Proposition 2.1 with the following data: X, Y = W(Y¡, *,•),
y = W(Xi, *,-), and Z . It is clear that X is an absolute retract and both X\ Y
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and Y' are locally homotopy negligible in X. By [13, Lemma 2.2] Z-sets are
strong Z-sets in X. Let / : F —►
X be such that / = (f) = f\U maps U into
V n Y and f(x) £ V for all x £ U, where U c K and V c X are open
sets. Let 'V be an open cover of V. We pick a map /í:I¡xI,x[0,
1] -» X¡
such that for all z > 1

(1) //,(x, y, 0) = x and p¡(x, y, 1) = y for every x,y £X¡,

(2) m(Y,xYtx[0,

1])CY¡.

To construct p¡, choose any map X¡ : X, x X, x [0, 1] -» X¡ satisfying (1) and

a homotopy (q>¡): X¡ x [0, 1] -y X¡ with <p'0= id*, and (p\(X¡) ç Y, for all
t > 0 and define
Pi(x,y,

t) = <pit{X_t)(Xi(x,y,t)).

To produce cp\, use the fact that X¡ \ Y, is locally homotopy
and apply [17, Theorem 2.4]. The same property implies that
retract [17, Theorem 3.1]; moreover, since X¡ is noncompact,
As a consequence, there exists an embedding a,■: [0, 1] —»Y,

(3) a,(0) = *,- for i > 1.
Fix t = ji + (1 - s)-^ , n>l

negligible in X¡
Y, is an absolute
Y, is nontrivial.
with

and 0 < 5 < 1, and let <P(x, t) = (y;), where

(4) y, = f(x) for i<n,
(5) y, = *, for i = n + 6 and i >n + 9,
(6) y„+i = p„+x{fn+x(x), *„+x,s),
(7)

y„+2 = Pn+2(*n+2 , hn+2(x) , s) ,

(8) yn+i = hn+i(x) for i = 3 and 4,
(9) y„+5 = ¿¿„+5(/z„+5(-x), *„+5 , s),
(10) yn+7 = an+1(s) and y„+8 = a„+8(l - s).

Letting 0(x, 0) = f(x), we easily check that $ : K x [0, 1]-*I

is well defined

and continuous. Notice that, by (2),

(11) <P(Kx(0,l])cW(Xi,*i),
(12) 4>-1(IF(Y,-,*;))n(Fx(0,l])=Fx(0,l].
We claim that 3>|F x (0, 1] is one-to-one. In fact, let (x, i) and (x', t') be

such that 0(x, t) = 0(x', t'). If t = s$ + (l-

s)-^ , n > 1 and 0 < 5 < 1

(respectively, t = 1 ), the last pth coordinate of <t>(x, /), different from *p ,
occurs when p = n + 8 (respectively, p = 8 ) and it is equal to a„+g(l - s)
(respectively, qs(1)). Since a is an embedding, <I>(x,Z) determines t and
hence t = t'. According to (8), 0„+3(x, t) = hn+i(x) (respectively, <J>4(x,t) =
h^(x) ). Therefore, /z„+3(x) = hn+i(x') (respectively, h4(x) = h^(x')) and
consequently we get x = x'.

Choose a map e : X -» [0, 1] such that
(13) e~x({0}) = X\V,
(14) whenever y £ V and y' £ X satisfy d(y, y') < e(y) then there is an
element of T~ containing both y and y',

where d is a metric on X = fj^i X¡ chosen so that d(y, y') < -^

if y and

y' agree on the first n coordinates. By the choice of d and (4), we get

(15) d(®(x,e(f(x))),f(x))<e(f(x)).
To see (15), observe that if ^

< e(/(x))

< ^ , then c/(0(x, e(/(x))),

f(x)) <
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¡¿I < s(f(x)). Define g : U -> X by
g(x) = í)(x,e(/(x))).
By (14) and (15), g is 2^-close to / and takes values in V. In turn, (5) and
(12)implythat g takes values in W(X¡, *,) and satisfies g_1(KfW(Y,-, *,-))=

Lnu.
It remains to verify that g: U —yV is a closed embedding. For some
sequence {x^}^ c U let limg(xk) = y = (y¡) £ V. We may assume
that {e(f(xk))}flx converges to some e0 e [0, 1]. If eo = 0 then, by (15),
limf(xk) = y, contradicting the fact that e(y) > 0. If eo > 0, then we may
assume that that e(f(xk)) £ (^ , ¡¿y) for some n and all k . According to
(8), g„+3(xk) = hn+i(xk) and consequently limhn+i(xk) = y„+3. Since hn+3
is a closed embedding, {Xyt}^, converges in F. If limxj. = x £ K\U, then

limf(xk) = f(x) $ V and, by (13), lime(/(x^)) = e(/(x)) = 0, a contradiction.
Note 3.7. Our proof of Proposition 3.6 requires that at least infinitely many of
the X„ 's are noncompact. Otherwise, it may happen that not all Z-sets are
strong Z-sets in X (see [13]). However, the proof (after minor modifications)
still works if one assumes that all the X„ 's are nontrivial local compacta.
4. Borelian

absorbing sets can be linearly

represented

in I2

For every countable ordinal a > 0, by srfa and Jfa we denote the additive
and multiplicative classes of all absolute Borelian sets of order a, respectively.
To be more specific, Jfo consists of all compacta, sf\ consists of all a -compact
spaces, Jfx= Jf consists of all completely metrizable spaces, and Jf2 consists
of all absolute FaS-sets. By f?n , n > 1, we denote the class of all projective
sets of order n ; ¿Po = U«-^ • A set that does not belong to \J^=X&n is called
nonprojective.
The aim of this section is to find a linear representation of an ^-absorbing
set FQ (respectively, .^-absorbing set Ga ) in I2. To perform this, we will
make use of ^-absorbing
sets AQ and ^-absorbing
sets £la constructed
in copies s of I2 in [4]. By the uniqueness theorem for absorbing sets [4],
Fa is homeomorphic to AQ and Ga is homeomorphic to Qa. Actually, we
show that the pairs (I2, Fa) and (s, Aa), a > 1 (respectively, (I2, Ga) and
(5, Qa), a > 2), are homeomorphic. The last is achieved by proving the strong

(Jf, sfa)- and (Jf, Jff)-universality of suitable pairs. The multiplicative case
of order a = 1 differs from the others and is treated separately in [8]; we
include a description of Gx in our text in order to formulate the result in full
generality.
We briefly recall the definition of AQ and QQ. Set A[ = £ c F°° = s
and Qi = W(F°°, 0) c (R00)00 = s. Inductively, if a = ß + 1 let Qa =
À? c sf = s, where A^ is represented in Sß. If a is a limit ordinal let
Qa = rií<a ^í° c ri{<a J{° = 5 ' wnere Aî is represented in si. Finally, let
Aa = W(sa \Qa,

*) c s™ = s, where Qa is represented

in sa and * is an

arbitrary basepoint of sa\Qa. By the Kadec-Anderson theorem [2], the spaces
5 (in which AQ and Qa are represented) are copies of I2.
Proposition 4.1 (cf. [4]). For every a>2,
the pairs (s, AQ) and (s, Qa) are
strongly (Jf,sfa)-and
(Jf, Jfa)-universal, respectively. The pair (s, Ax) =
(R°° , I) is strongly (Jf, séx)-universal.
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Proof. We only present a proof of the multiplicative case. We repeat the argument of [4, Lemma 6.3] and use Proposition 3.6.
To show that (F°°,I)
is strongly (Jf, srfx)-universal and fix a pair

(K, L) £ (Jf ,J¡fx). There exists a closed embedding h : K -+ F°° with
h~x(L) = L. (Take any closed embedding of F into R°° and compose it with
a homeomorphism of R°° sending h(L) UX onto X; see [2].) Now, by 3.6,
((F00)00, W(L,0)) is strongly (Jf, s/x )-universal. Since the latter pair is homeomorphic to (R°° , X) [2, p. 275], the strong (Jf, s/x)-universality of (s, Ax)

follows.
We assume that a > 2 and a = ß + 1 (the case of a limit ordinal is analogous). Given (K, L) £ (Jf, Jfa) there exists L, c K, L, £ stfß (i > I), such
that F = f|~j F,.

By the inductive assumption, we find a closed embedding

h¡ : K —ySß with h~x(Aß) = L¡. Writing h = (h¡), we see that A is a closed
embedding of K into s^ = s with h~x(£la) = f|^i L¡ = L. Finally, Proposition 3.6 yields the strong (Jf, Jfa)-universality of (sfP , A^P)= (s, Cla).
Theorem 4.2. For every a > 1, there exists a linear subspace Fa of I2 which
is an sia-absorbing set and such that the pair (I2, Fa) is strongly (Jf, s>fa)universal. In particular, (I2, Fa) and (s, Aa) are homeomorphic.
Proof. Construction of Fa. Let (A, B) be a copy of (5, Aa). Consider a closed
embedding h of A onto a linearly independent subset of the unit sphere in I2
satisfying the following condition:
(*) for every a £ A and every closed subset F c A with a £ F there exists
a continuous linear functional x* : l2 —yR such that x*(h(F)) ç {0}

while x*(h(a))¿0.
Condition (*) is taken from [3] where it was checked that the embedding de-

scribed by Bessaga and Pelczyñski [2, p. 193] fulfils (*). Denote by H the
linear span of h(B) in I2 and by H the closure of H. Since B is dense in
A , H contains h(A) as a (closed) subset. Write (F„ , Hn) = (H, H) and set

E = n¡2En

and Fa = ^2¡2H„.

Clearly, F is isomorphic to I2 and Fa is dense in F.
According to 4.1 and the fact that AQ is an stfa-absorbing set [4], it suffices to prove that the pair (F, Ff) fulfils the requirements (i)-(iv) of 2.2 for
the class Sf = sáa. Condition (i) is a consequence of the fact that Fa is
linear and dense in F (see, e.g., [17, Remark 2.9]). Since each set Ak =
{(yn) £ Fa : y¡■■
= 0 for i>k + 1 } is a Z-set in Fa and Fa = IJ^li Ak , Fa
is a ZCT-space.Condition (iv) follows directly from 3.1 and 4.1 because A is
closed in E„ . The remaining condition (iii) can be concluded from (ii) and the
lemma below.
Lemma 4.3. The space H is in s/a.
Proof. We shall make use of the cross-section argument due to Klee [2, p. 271].
The n-fold product Bn admits a a-closed cross-section, i.e., there exists a
subset F of B" that is a countable union of closed sets Fk such that

(1) if (bx, b2,... ,bn)£F

then b¡ ¿ b¡ for i¿j,

(2) whenever {y¡}"=x are n distinct points of B then there exists exactly
one permutation of yx,y2, ... ,y„ that belongs to F .
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By (1) and (2) the linear combination map x given by

((bx,b2,...,bn),(Xx,X2,...,Xn))-+Xxh(bx)

+ X2h(b2)+ ---+X„h(bn)

transforms in a one-to-one way the product Fk x Tfk onto NpkczH, where

DPk
= |(A, ,X2,...,X„): i < \Xi\<p for all z J
and /? = 1,2,....
Employing, as in [3, Lemma 3.3], the condition (*) one
shows that x\Ek x D£ is a homeomorphism. It shows that each N£ , and hence
Hn = U^p=1 Npk, belongs to s/a . Since H = \J?=l H" , we get Hes/a.

Theorem 4.4. For every a > I, there exists a linear subspace Ga of I2 which
is an Jfa-absorbing set and such that the pair (I2, Ga) is strongly (Jf, Jff)universal. In particular, (I2, Ga) and (s, £la) are homeomorphic for a>2.
Proof. The case for a = 1 differs from the others. In [8] it was shown that the
space
{oo

OO

(x„) £ I2; ¿~2\xn\ < oo and ^x„
71=1

is an ^-absorbing
universal.

71= 1

^

=0 >
J

set and, moreover, the pair (I2, Gx) is strongly (Jf, Jf)-

Construction of Ga. Let a > 2. If a is a limit ordinal, then choose an
increasing sequence of ordinals {ßn}%Lxconvergent to a; otherwise, a = ß+l

and let ßn = ß . Pick, by 4.2, a pair (F„ , F„) = (I2, Fßn) which is (Jf, sfh)universal. Set

F = Yl¡2E„ and Ga= JJ/2F„.
The space F is isomorphic to I2 and Ga is its linear dense subspace.
Using 4.1 and the fact that Q.a is an ^»-absorbing set [4], it is enough to
verify conditions (i)-(iv) of 2.2 for the pair (F, Ga) and ffff = Jfa. Condition
(i) follows as in the proof of 4.2. A simple argument shows that Ga £ Jfa.
Since Fx is a Z^-space, Ga is also a ZQ-space. It remains to verify that
(E, Ga) is strongly (Jf, .-^-universal. We will apply 3.4. Let Nx, N2, ... he
any decomposition of the set of integers N into pairwise disjoint infinite sets.
Then, the space Ck defined in 3.4 is l2(Nk), the space of all square summable
sequences indexed by the integers of Nk . As a result (HCkep >Tick Up) =

(ri/2(Art)
Ep, ri/2(v ) Ep) ■ By the choice of ßn , it is clear that the following
lemma will finish the proof of 4.4.
Lemma 4.5. For every (K, L) £ (Jf, Jfa) there exists a bounded closed embedding y/ : K —►
F with y/~x(Ga) = L.

Proof. Let F = fltli Ek > where Lk c F, Lk+Xc Lk , and Lk £ stfßn for
some nk with nk+x > nk . Write ß(k) = ß„k . Since (E„k, Fnf is strongly
(Jf, ^(/c))-universal, there exists a closed embedding y/„k: K —»E„k such that

(1) IMM*)»< (i)* fora» x£K,
(2)

y,fkx(Fnk) = Lk.
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Write y/k = 0 for all n =¿ nk (k > 1 ) and set ip = (ip„). By (1), \p is
continuous and bounded. It is easy to see that y/ : K —>F is a closed embedding
with y/-x(Ga) = Ç\kK=xLk
= L.
Remark 4.6. As pointed out in [8], the pair (5, iix) = ((F00)00 , W(R°°, 0)) is

not strongly (Jf, Jffuniversal. (If it were, then by 2.2, (s,Qi) and (I2, Gx)
would be homeomorphic; consequently, Gx would be rj-closed in I2, which
contradicts a result of [15].)
Remark 4.7. The spaces Aa and £la can be realized as linear subspaces in other
normed coordinate products \\cEn . The only restriction is the condition (*).
Remark 4.8. The result of 4.1 can be readily generalized to the triple case.
Representing AQ ( a > 1 ) and Qa ( a > 2 ) in F°°, we could consider the

triples
(R°°,R°°,Aa)
and (F°° , F°°, QQ),
where R = [-00,+00].
These triples are strongly (Jf0, Jf, stfa)- and
(Jo, J', .^)-universal, respectively (with an obvious meaning of the triple
strong universality).
In §6 we shall need the following fact concerning the complements of Fa and
Ga.

Corollary 4.9. The space l2\Fa

(respectively, l2\Ga)

has the following proper-

ties:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

I2 \ Fa (respectively, I2 \ Ga) is a Baire space,
l2\Fa£Jfa\s/a
(respectively, l2\Ga£^a\J"a),
l2\Fa (respectively, l2\Ga) is homogeneous,
for every (closed) ball B c I2, B\Fa (respectively, B\Ga) is an absolute
retract.

Proof. We will only deal with the Fa-case, the CQ-case is analogous. Conditions
(i) and (ii) follow from the fact that FQ is of the first category and that F„ e
sfa \J?a • To show (iii), we produce a homeomorphism of I2 that preserves Fn
and carries y £ I2 \Fa onto y' £ I2 \ Fa . Let h he any homeomorphism of

I2 with h(y) = y', e.g., h is the translation. Then, the pairs (I2, h(Fa)) and
(I2, Fa) are strongly (Jf, ¿^-universal. The proof of [7, Theorem 2.1] can be
easily modified to achieve a homeomorphism k of I2 that carries h(F„) onto
Fa and preserves {y'} (set X0 = Y0 = {y'} c Xx D Yx). We see that k o h
preserves Fa and sends y onto y'. Condition (iv) is a consequence of the fact
that FnFQ is locally homotopy negligible in B and [17, Theorem 3.1]. Assume
0 £ intB and pick y0 £ B \ Fa. Since the homotopy f,(y) = (1 - t)y + ry0
( 0 < t < 1 ) takes its values in B\Fa for t > 0 and fo = id, the local homotopy

negligibility of B n Fa in B follows.
5. Application

to F^-spaces

In this section we identify various absolute FCTá-setscarrying product structures to be homeomorphic to Q.2 = I00. The spaces we deal with will be
considered with both normed and cartesian product topologies. We start with
a direct application of Proposition 3.4 to coordinate products of normed FaSspaces. A counterpart of 5.1 for cartesian products was previously obtained in

[13].
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Theorem 5.1. Let \\cHn be a normed coordinate product of absolute F*ag-spaces
H„ in the sense of a Banach space C. Assume that infinitely many of the Hn 's
are Za-spaces. Then \\cHn is homeomorphic to Q,2. Moreover, writing F„
for the linear completion of Hn , the pairs (Y[cEn , YlcH„) and (s, Q2) are
homeomorphic.

We shall make use of the two lemmas below. A proof of the first one is
implicitly contained in [12, Lemma 5.4] and therefore it will be omitted.

Lemma 5.2. Let X £jf be an absolute retract and Y c X be a Za-space such
that X\Y is locally homotopy negligible in X. Then, for every L£séx of the
Hubert cube I°° , there exists a map cp: I°° —yX with cp~x(Y)= L.
Lemma 5.3. Let (Hn, || • \\h„) be a normed linear space that is noncompactly
embedded into a Banach space (En , || • \\e„) , i.e., 77„ ç F„ , || • \\En < || • \\h„,
and the Enclosures of H„-balls are noncompact. Then, for every coordinate
Banach space C and every K £ Jf, there exists a bounded closed embedding

ip : K —yT[cEn such that y/(K) c T[c H„ .
Proof. Since C is complete, there is c = (c„) £ C with all the cfs strictly
positive. It is enough to construct a closed embedding \p = (y/n) : K -> T[c En
with y/„(x) £ 77„ and ||yn(x)||/j„ < cn for all x £ K and n > 1. Fix a metric

d on the Hubert cube 7°° = [0, 1]°°. Embed F into 7°° and write I°°\K =
U^li F„ . where each F„ is a closed subset of 7°° . Define dn(q) = dist^g, F„),
q £ I°° . We claim that there exists a closed embedding an : [0, oo) —►
F„ such

that an(t) £ H„ and ||q:w(í)||íí-„< 1 for all t > 0 and n > 1. This follows
from the noncompactness of the F„-closure of the 77„-unit ball and Klee's
result [14] that every noncompact closed convex subset F of E„ contains a
copy of [0, oo). (The piecewise linear embedding a constructed by Klee can
be improved to get the nodes of a contained in any dense linear subset of F .)
Pick a vector e2n £ H2n with ||e27il|ff2»= J ■ Define \p = (y/„) by
Vin(q) = c2nqne2n

and

y2n-\(q)

= c2n-Xa.2n_x((dn(q)Yx)

for q = (qf)£K. It is clear that \p:K^> \\cEn is one-to-one and ||^7,(í)||/í„ <
Cn, n > 1, q £ K. By [16, Lemma 1.4], \p is continuous. If {y(q(i))}%x is
convergent in \\CE„ , then there exists qo £ I°° with lim^(z') = qo. Assume
that qo £ Fk for some k. Then lim,-,,*, ¿4(#(/)) = 0, contradicting the fact
that {(dk(q(i)))~x}™{ converges. The latter is a consequence of the facts that
the sequence {«2^-1 ((^(^(O))-1)}^!
is convergent in Ek and that a is a

closed embedding.

Proof of 5.1. We show that the pair (F, 77) = (J[cEn, Y[cHn) satisfies (i)(iv) of 2.2 with ¿? =Jf2. By the Kadec-Anderson theorem [2], F is a copy of
I2 . A standard argument yields (i)-(iii). The strong (Jf, ./^-universality

of

(F, 77) will be derived from Proposition 3.4. Fix a pair (K, L) £ (Jf, Jff).
Find pairwise disjoint infinite subsets Nx, N2, ... of N so that Hp is a Z„space for every p £ \J£=XNk . Let Ck he the subspace of C that corresponds to

Nk (see 3.4). Write Ek = TTCiep and Rk = llck hp ■To fulfil the hypothesis
of 3.4 we have to produce a bounded closed embedding \pk : K —»Ek with
y/fx(Hk) = L. To this end we split Ck = Ckx© Ck into two coordinate spaces

and find a bounded closed embedding \pk : K —»T[ci Ep with \pkx
(K) c flc1 Up
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and a bounded map y/£ : K -+ \\ciEp with (wk)~x(Yic2Up) = L. Finally,
letting \pk = (\pk , y/£) we get a required embedding (we identify Yic Fp with

lie' ep ©lie' Ep).
To find y/k we apply Lemma 5.3. In this case 77p is a genuine subspace of an
infinite-dimensional Banach space Ep ; hence the balls in Ep are noncompact.
Let c = (cp) £ Ck be such that all cp are strictly positive. Embed F into
7°° and represent F = f]pLp so that each Lp is a -compact and {Lp} is
descending. Use Lemma 5.2 with X = B(cp), the closed ball in Ep centered at

0 with radius cp , Y = B(cp)nHp , and F = Lp . We get maps <pp: I°° -> B(cp)
with cpfx(Y) = Lp . Finally, we set y/k(x) = (cpp(x)), x £ K. The continuity
of y/k follows from [16, Lemma 4.1]. To verify the hypothesis of 5.2, notice
that Y is convex and dense in X. Let 77p = Um=i ^m > wnere each Am is
a Z-set in Hp . Then int(B(cp))nAm isa Z-set in int(B(cp))n Hp . Since
int(F(cp)) n 77p is convex and dense in B(cp) n 77p, B(cp) r\Am is a Z-set in

B(Cp)r\Hp . It shows that Y is a Z^-space.
A direct consequence of 5.1 is
Note 5.4. The simplest pre-Hilbert space representation of £l2 is the space

Will2, where ll = {(x¡) £ I2 : x, = 0 for almost all i}. Moreover, the
pairs (f7/212, El/21}) and (s, Gb) are homeomorphic.
Consider the set Yic Un = H as a subspace of the cartesian product Yl^LxEn
= F. By the Kadec-Anderson theorem [2], F is a copy of I2 . Easily, F \ 77 is
locally homotopy negligible in F. We claim that C is an FaS-subset of F°° .
This is a consequence of the equality
C — { ixn) £ R°° '■ ^e>cßk^m>k

Y^XiU,
i=k

c

( u¡ is the z'th unit vector). Consider the map f(x) = (\\x„\\), x = (x„) £ E,
and notice that /~'(C) = T\c E„ . This shows that Yic En £ J2 ■ Since
Y[CH„ = Yic En n Y[n°=iH"' H xs an absolute FaS-set. Repeating (with obvious changes) the remaining part of the proof of 5.1, we get the following
generalization of a result [13].
Theorem 5.5. Let {H„}'^=1 be a sequence of normed linear spaces such that each
77„ is an absolute Fag-set and infinitely many of the H„ 's are Za-spaces. Then,
for every coordinate Banach space C, the space YlcHn considered in the product
topology, is homeomorphic to Q2. Moreover, if En is the linear completion of
Hn then the pairs (YJ^i En, U.c H") and (s>^2) are homeomorphic.

Remark 5.6. The hypothesis that infinitely many of the 77„'s are ZCT-spacesis
essential. Consider the coordinate space Co= {(x;) 6 R°° : limx, = 0 } with
the || • Hoo-norm. Note that c0 C ÍJ¡t=i ^oo(^), where B^k)
= {x £ R°° :
Halloo < k } . This shows that Co is contained in a a-compact subset of F°° .
On the other hand Q2 contains a copy of F°° closed in 5 . This shows that

(F°°, nco F) and (s, Q2) are not homeomorphic, contrary to the expectation
expressed in [13]. Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 5.2 yield the strong (Jf0, Jf2)universality of the pair (R°° , Co).
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For the co-products we have the following generalization of [13, Theorem

4.2].
Theorem 5.7. Let, for n > 1, Xn be a subset of a Banach space (E„, || • ||„)
with 0 £ Xn so that inf„>i diam(^T„) = a > 0. Assume that each X„ is an
absolute retract that is an absolute FaS-set. Then the space

X = UcQXn
= l(xn)£f[Xn; ||x„||„-ol
(endowed with the product topology) is homeomorphic to Q2.
Proof. We will show that X is an ^-absorbing set in some copy of I2 , i.e.,
we will verify conditions (i)—(iii) of 2.2 and the strong ^-universality of X.
Then, the uniqueness theorem for absorbing sets [4] yields our assertion. Since
n^=i X„ is an absolute retract and FJ^i X„ \ X is locally homotopy negligible,
X is also an absolute retract [17, Theorem 3.1]. Decompose the set of integers
N into pairwise disjoint infinite sets Nx, N2, ... . Write X' = üpev, Xp and

Y' = {(x„) £ X1 : \\xp\\p-> 0 } and let ¥ : T[™=1
X„ -» T[f=\X* he thé natural
isomorphism. We have

(1) V(X)D W(Yi,0).
Note that each Y' is noncompact. (If it were compact then, because Y' is
dense in X', we would get X' = Y', contradicting the fact that a > 0.) Now,
each Y' has a completion Z' with Z' \ Y' locally homotopy negligible in Z'
[17, Proposition 4.1]. Since Y' is noncompact, we can assume that Z' is also
noncompact (if it were compact take Z' \ {*} , where * e Z' \ Y' ). Then the

product 5 = n¡=i ^' is a copy of I2 [18, Theorem 5.1] with s\X locally
homotopy negligible in 5 ; this shows (i). An argument preceding Theorem 5.5
applies to show that X is an absolute FaS-set. Writing Am = {(x„) £ X :
\\Xj\\j < § for all j > m + 1}, we see that U«=i ¿m = X and that each Am is
a Z-set in X. In proving the strong ^-universality
of X we employ 3.6 with

Yj = Yl, K = L £ Jf2, and Z = XV(X). To produce a closed embedding of F
into Y', we may assume that Y' = X .
Write F'(e) = {(xp) £ X' : \\xp\\p < e for all p £ N } and notice that

(2) n^i Y' n B'(2-') is a closed subset of V(X).
By (2) and the fact that a countable product of ZCT-spacesthat are absolute
retracts contains a closed copy of £l2 [13, Corollary 2.5], it suffices to check
that each Y' n B'(2~') contains a closed ZCT-spacethat is an absolute retract.
Assuming a > 2~', we choose in each Xp an arc Tp joining 0 with some xp

with ||Xp||p= 2~'. Write T' = Y' n YlP£N¡Fp ■ Then T' is a closed subset of
Y'. The argument showing that X is a ZCT-spaceapplies also to verify that T'
is a Zc-space. The proof is completed.
Let us note a relative version of [13, Corollary 2.7].
Remark 5.8. Let X„ £ Jf be a noncompact absolute retract and let Y„ be a
subset of X„ such that Xn \ Y„ is locally homotopy negligible in X„ , n =
1, 2, .... If each Y„ is an absolute F^-set and infinitely many of the Y„ 's are
ZCT-spaces,then the pairs (n^Li X„ , fj^li Yn) and (s, Q2) are homeomorphic.

Apply 2.2 together with 3.6. To produce a closed embedding h : K -> YiT=\Xn
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with h~x(n^Li I«) = L employLemma 5.2 and the fact that YJT=\
X„ contains
a closed copy of [0, oo) that lives in FJ^Li Y„ . Moreover, adopting Theorem
2.2 and Lemma 5.2 to the triple case one can get a homeomorphism of suitable

triples (see [9]); 4.8.
Let us recall that by LP[a, b] we denote the space of equivalence classes of
Lebesgue measurable functions x : [a, b]—yR with
/ fb

\\x\\p=

\n«n(l,l)

/ |x(í)|pí/í J

< OO

with the topology induced by the F-norm || • ||p , 0 < p < oo. Write LP[a, b] =

f)pl<pLp>[a,b], 0 < p < oo, and by LPq[a,b] denote the set LP[a, b] with
the || • 119-topology,
q < p. Note that LPq[a,b] is dense in Lq[a, b]. We skip
the symbol [a, b] if [a, b] = [0, 1].
Theorem 5.9. The pairs (Lq, Lpq) and (s, Çlf) are homeomorphic for 0 < q <
p < 00.

Proof. Mazur's homeomorphism [2, p. 207] of F1 onto Lq transforms LP
onto LPq . Therefore, it sufficies to consider the case of q = 1 (and arbitrary

We write LP = Lpx. Since F1 is a copy of I2 [2], it is enough to verify
conditions (i)-(iv) of 2.2. The local homotopy negligibility of F1 \ LP follows
in a standard way. Note that each Lp is an Fa -subspace of Lq forp>q.
(This is a consequence of the facts that LP is an FCT-subspaceof F° , the space
of measurable functions with the convergence in measure topology (see [13]),
and that the F°-topology is weaker than the \\-\\q-topology.) Select an increasing
sequence {pn}^Lx c (1, p) that converges to p . Since LP = f|~ , LP", we get
U £jf2.
To prove that LP is a ZCT-space,we choose 1 < p' < p and write
Bpi(e) = {x £ Lpl : \\x\\p, < e}.

Since Lp = U^, Bp,(k) n L" it suffices to check that each A = Bp,(k) n Lp is
a Z-set in LP . First of all, note that Bpi(k) is a Z-set in F1 because it is a
closed subset of a locally homotopy negligible set LP' in I1. Then, using the
fact that F1 \LP is locally homotopy negligible in F1 , we infer that A is a
Z-set in LP (see [5, Lemma 2.6]).
We make use of 3.1 to verify the strong (Jf, Jf2)-universality of (F1 ,LP).

The map 4* given by

¥(*) = (*|[2-",2-+1])£i,
x £ F1, is a linear isomorphism of F1 onto F]/i Lx[2~", 2~n+x]. Writing
Z = *¥(!/), we have

z n£/( f'[2-" , 2-"+'] = Y,P lPV~n• 2~"+']Since the pair (E„ , 77„) = (F'[2-" , 2~n+x], U[2~n, 2~n+x]) is (naturally) isomorphic to (Lx, LP), the lemma below verifies the hypothesis of 3.1 and thus

finishes the proof of 5.9.
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Lemma 5.10. Let (K, L) £ (Jf ,Jf2). There exists a bounded closed embedding
\p:K^L>
with y/-x(L") = L.
Proof. We repeat a reasoning from the proof of 5.1. First^we find a bounded

closed embedding y/x : K —>Lx[\, 1] with y/x(K) c LP. Then, we produce a bounded map y/2 : F -» F'[0, ±] with (i¡/2)~x(Lp[0, ±]) = F. Finally, we let \p = (\px, y/2). To get y/x, we apply 5.3 with 77„ = LP[\, 1],
F„ = Lx[\, 1], and C = lx . It is clear that 77„ is noncompactly embedded
in E„. Consequently there exists a bounded closed embedding ipx : K —>

YlPLx[\, 1] = Lx[\, 1] such that <px(K)c ü/i^li.

H c EU^.

1] =

LP[\, i] c Lp[\, 1]. To obtain i/2, embed F into 7°° and represent F =
f|^l2^« with each F„ <r-compactand F„+i c F„ for « > 2. Recall that
{/>•„}C (1, p) converges to p.

If we find maps

cpn : F —>LP"\2~n, 2~n+x]

such that ç>-1(F"[2-" , 2-"+']) = Ln and ||^„(x)||p„ < 2-" for all x £ K and
n>2, then <//2defined by
^2(x)|[2-",2-"+1]

= ^(x),

x £ K, n > 2, is as required.
To produce cpn, we apply 5.2 for (X, Y) = (BPn(2~n), BPn(2-n)nLp). Since
Y is convex and dense in X, X \ Y is locally homotopy negligible in X. Pick
pn < p' < p . We have
00

Y = Bpn(2-")nLp

= {jBpl(k)nBpn(2-»)nLp.
k=\

We claim that each A = Bp>(k)nBPn(2-n)nLp isa Z-set in Y. Since Bp,(k) is
a Z-set in LP", it easily follows that Bp,(k) nF„„(2-") is a Z-set in BPn(2-").
Now the local homotopy negligibility of X \ Y in X implies, via [5, Lemma

2.6], that A is a Z-set in Y . This finishes the proof.
Remark 5.11. One could likely elaborate an abstract scheme of identifying
some normed coordinate products that are homeomorphic to il2, as done for
cartesian products in [13]. Due to replacing the convex structure by a suitable equiconnected structure on F°([0, 1], G), the space of measurable Gvalued functions on [0, 1], it was proved in [13] that Lp([0, I], G) (with
the F°-topology) is homeomorphic to Q2, provided G is a closed unbounded
subset of a Banach space. Using 3.6 and 5.2, one can show that the pair
(F°([0, 1], G), Lp([0, 1], C7)) is homeomorphic to (s, Q2) for 0 < p < 00.
To produce a closed embedding of F°° in F°([0, 1], G) with values in B =
{x £ F1 : |x(Z)| < e almost everywhere }, we use the argument of 5.3 and

the fact that B n F°([0, 1], G) is a copy of I2 [2]. It is likely that the pairs
(Lq([0, 1], G), Lp([0, I], G)) and (s, Q2) are also homeomorphic.
By lp we denote the space of real-valued sequences x = (x„) such that
/ 00

\ «nin(l.J)

11*11,
= (Ew)
with the topology induced by the F-norm

<^
|| • ||p, 0<p<oo.

Write lp =
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f\p'>p lp' > 0 <p < oo, and denote by lq the space lp with the || • ||9-topology,
q > p. Note that lq is a dense linear subspace of lq .
Theorem 5.12. The pairs (lq, lq) and (s, Q2) are homeomorphic for 0 < p <
q < oo.

Proof. As in the proof of 5.9, we only need to check that (lx, lp), 0 < p < 1,
fulfils conditions (i)-(iv) of 2.2; we write lp = lp . A verification of (i) and (iii)
is almost the same as in 5.9 and uses the observation that

Bp,(e) = {x£lp' : ||x|| < e}
is closed in the || • ||p-topology (p > p' ). Also, every set Bp>(k)nlp is a Z-set
in lp, yielding (ii). To verify (iv) we make use of 3.1. Decompose N into
pairwise disjoint infinite sets Nx, N2, ... . Consider the linear isomorphism
¥ : lx —►
rj/i ll{Nn), where lx(N„) is an isomorphic copy of /' of sequences
indexed by integers of Nn , given by
*F(x) = ((xk)keNi,

(xk)k€Nl, ...),

x £ lx . Writing Z = *¥(IP), we see that

The following lemma enables us to apply 3.1 and hence to finish the proof of

5.12.
Lemma 5.13. Let (K, L) £ (Jf, Jf2). There exists a bounded closed embedding

y/:K^lx

with y/-x(J") = L.

Proof. We follow the proof of 5.10. As in 5.10 we embed F into 7°° , represent
F = (Xi=i En , and pick a sequence (pn) c (p, 1) convergent to p . A bounded
closed embedding i//x : K -y lx(Nx) with i//x(K) c lp is obtained via Lemma
5.3. We take 77„ = (lp(Nx), || • \\p), En = lx(Nx), and C = lx . (Formally, we
are not eligible to apply 5.3 because 77„ is not a normed space. This assumption
was only used to construct the closed embedding of [0, oo). In our case the unit
closed ball B in lp(Nx) is homeomorphic, via Mazur's homeomorphism [2, p.
207], to the closed unit ball in the Hubert space which, in turn, is homeomorphic
to R°° . Therefore B being closed in lx(Nx) admits a required embedding.)
Hence, we get a bounded closed embedding y/x : K —►
üz'^W)
~ ^W)
with y/x(K) c Yip lp = lp c lp . To produce y/2, we apply 5.2 to the pair
(X,Y) = (BPn(2-"), BPn(2-n) n Jp) and find maps cpn: K -» lp-(N„), n > 2,
with cp~x(lp(Nn)) = Ln and ||^„(x)||p„ < 2~n for all x e F. It is easy to see
that the map y/2(x) = (cpn(x))^=1 satisfies (i//2)-x(Jp(N \ Nx)) = L. We let
>p = (ipl, <P2).

Let us formulate a more specific result concerning lp-products whose proof
is a modification of the proof of 5.7 (and therefore will be omitted).
Theorem 5.14. Let, for n > 1, X„ be a subset of a Banach space (E„, || • ||„)
with 0 £ Xn so that inf „>! diam(X„) = a > 0. Assume that each X„ is an
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absolute retract that is an absolute Fa¡-set. Then the space
{oo

oo

(xn)£]JXn:

^

Vpl>p£||x„r;<ool

71=1

7!=1

J

(as a subspace of Yi^i Xn) is homeomorphic to Q2 for every 0 < p < oo.

Remark 5.15. Assume that each Xn £ Jf. We may ask whether (n^=i^7i>
lp(X„)) is homeomorphic to (s, £i2). This, in general, is not necessarily the
case. The space lp(R) = lp is contained in a a -compact subset of R°° (cf. Remark 5.6). Let us notice that the pair (R°° , lp) is strongly (Jf0, ^)-universal.
The assertion of Theorem 2.2 holds if one replaces Jf by Jfo and add in the
hypothesis that both Yx and Y2 are contained in er-compact subsets of X.
As a consequence, the pairs (R°°, Co) and (F°°, lp) are homeomorphic for
0 < p < 00. This shows that two ¿'-absorbing sets Yx and Y2 can be relatively homeomorphic in a copy X of I2 while none of the pairs (X, Yx) and
(X, Y2) are strongly (Jf, ¿^-universal.
6. The spaces Fa and Ga as factors

of exotic pre-Hilbert

spaces

In this section we present some examples concerning the topological classification of pre-Hilbert spaces. Examples we deal with are of the form Y (A) x Fa
and Y(^4)xCa , where Y(A) = span(^) and A is a linearly independent subset
of/2.
Fix a linearly independent arc F = [0, 1] in I2 such that Y (A) is dense
in I2 for every infinite set A ç F (see [2, p. 267]). Since Y(A) is contained
in a cr-compact subspace of I2, Y(A) is a Z^-space provided it is infinitedimensional (i.e., A is infinite).
Proposition 6.1. Let A be any subset of T and a > 1. Then:
(a)

Y(A) x Fa (respectively, Y (A) x Ga) contains no closed copy of I2 \ Ga+\
(respectively, I2 \ Fa+X),
(h) Y(A) x Fa (respectively, Y(A) x Ga) contains no closed copy of I2 \ Fa
(respectively, l2\Ga) ■

First, in full detail, we consider the following particular case of part (b) with
a = 1 (as I2 \ Fx is a copy of I2, see [2]).

Lemma 6.2. For every subset A of T, the space Y (A) x X contains no closed
copy of I2 . In particular, Y (A) x X is homeomorphic neither to Aa, a > 2,
nor to QQ, a > 1.
Proof. We apply the cross-section argument described in 4.3. For k and p > 1,
we write

cpk= {(tx,t2,...,tk)£Tk:

tx<t2<---<tk,

\\t,-tj\\>H

and

Dpk= \f(Xx,X2,...,Xk)£Rk:

l-<\Xt\<p

forallzj.

(The union (J£°p=xCk is a particular c-compact cross-section for Tk .) The
map Xk given by Xk((h , h, ... , tk), (Xx, X2, ... , Xk)) = Xxtx+X2t2+ ---+Xktk
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is a homeomorphism of Cj£ x T?k onto Mpkc Y(T). Clearly,

Ml n Y(A) = Xk((Cpn A") xD{) = Npk
is a closed subset in Y(A). Since Y(A) = {0} U U*%=i Nk >we 8et
oo

Y(A)x X= ({0}x I) U [J (A*x I).
fe,p=l

Assume that X being a copy of /2 is contained as a closed subset of Y(A) x E.
Using a Baire category argument and the fact that no open set in I2 is ocompact we find indices k and p such that iV[xI contains an open subset U
of X. It follows that a copy F of a closed ball in I2 inscribed in U is closed
in N£ x £. It is easy to see that there exists a connected set K c Ak such that

BcxMKnCfrxDftxl.
Each connected subset F of Ak is of the form 7! x I2x ■■■x Ik, where every
Ij is a connected component of A (i.e., 7, is an interval). Hence, F n C£
is locally compact and so is Xk ((^ n Cp x D^). Finally, B, being a closed
subset of a er-compact space ^ ((Fn C£) x £>£) x I, is itself rj-compact, a
contradiction.
Proof of 6.1. Assume Y(A)xFa contains a closed copy X of l2\Ga+x.
the notation of the proof of 6.2, we have

Using

oo

Y{A) xFa = ({0} x Fa) U (J (Np x Fa).
k,p=\

Since I is a Baire space (see 4.9), there exist k and p and a closed set
P c N£ x Fa such that F has nonempty interior in X and F is a copy of
B \ Ga+i for some closed ball in I2 . According to 4.9, F is connected. As in
the proof of 6.2, we get

PcXk((KnCpk)xDPk)xFa,
where FnC£ is locally compact. Now, it follows that Xk ((F n Cpk)x T?k)xFa£
sfa ; consequently P £Sfa- Since X is homogeneous (see 4.9) and the interior
of F in X is nonempty, X is locally in the class s¿a ■The latter yields X £ stfa ,
contradicting C7a+i£ Jfa+X \s#a+\ ■
All the remaining cases can be proved in the same way. (A minor change
is needed for Gx ; namely, Gx must be represented as a countable union of

complete metrizable spaces.)
Corollary 6.3. For every subset A of T the spaces Y (A) x Fa and Y(A) x Ga,
a > 1, are topologically distinct.
Proof. By 6.1, Y (A) x Fa contains no closed copy of I2 \ Fa £ Jfa. Since
J^a C sfßilJfß for ß > a, the spaces Y (A) xFß and Y(A) x Gß do contain such
a copy. Also Y (A) x Ga contains a closed copy of l2\Fa. As a consequence,
we conclude that Y(A) x Fa is not homeomorphic to Y(A) xFß for a^ ß and
that Y(A) x Fa is not homeomorphic to Y(A) x Gß for ß > a. Analogously,
we prove that Y(A) x Ga is not homeomorphic to Y(A) x Gß for ß ^ a and
that Y (A) x Gß is not homeomorphic to Y (A) x Fa for ß < a.

The same argument applies in the following
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Corollary 6.4. For every subset A of T, the spaces Y (A) x Fa and Y (A) x Ga
are homeomorphic neither to Fß nor to Gß for ß ^ a.

Corollary 6.5. We have:
(a) if A £ J¡/a\Jfa, then the spaces Fa, Y(A) x Fß , and Y(A) x Gß belong
to stfa\ J?a and are topologically distinct for ß < a,

(b) if A £ Jfa \J&a>then the spaces Ga, Y(A) x Gß , and Y(A) x Fß belong
to Jfa \ sfa and are topologically distinct for ß < a,

(c) if A £ &n \ \Jk<n&>k,then the spaces Y(A) x Fa and Y(A) x Ga belong
to &n \ \Jk<n ^°k and are topologically distinct,
(d) if A i \X=x&n, then the spaces Y(A) x Fa and Y(A) x Ga do not
belong to (J^l, &n and are topologically distinct.
Corollary 6.5 is a direct consequence of 6.3 and 6.4 and the following fact,
which seems to be well known; however we could not find it formulated in such
a generality in literature.

Lemma 6.6. We have:
(a) if A£S/a\Jra,
then Y (A) etfa\Jfa,
a>l,
(b) if A£jfa\s/a,
then Y(A) £jfa\K,
ct>2,
(c) if A £ &n \ \Jk<n^k, then Y(A) £ &n \ \]k<n&k , n>l,

(d) if Ai {JZt&n.then Y(A)¿ {Jfl^nProof. Since A is closed in Y(A), A £ Sf? implies Y(A) £ ¿* provided
¿* is closed with respect to closed subsets. Therefore, it suffices to show that
A £ ¿¿? implies Y (A) £ ¿*, where ¿^ = sfa, Jfa and \Jk<n¿Pk . The case sfa
and \]k<n&n is a result of Klee [2, p. 272]. Let ^€4«
and a > 2 . Represent
A = fl^ti A„ , An £ ¿rfß for ßn < a, and employ Y(A„) £ ¿¡fß to conclude

that Y(A) = r\ZlY(An)£J'a.
Remark 6.7. Corollary 6.5(a) and (b) (see also 6.2) provide a negative answer
to the question of whether a pre-Hilbert space that contains a Hubert cube and
is of the exact Borelian class of order a must be homeomorphic to either Fa
or Ga, a > 2. The answer to this question is "yes" for sfx.

Remark 6.8. From 6.5(c) it follows that each class &n \ \Sk<n^k contains uncountably many topologically distinct pre-Hilbert spaces that are ZCT-spaces.
Remark 6.9. Each class stfa\Jfa,
a > 1, and Jfa\s/a , a > 2, contains uncountably many topologically distinct pre-Hilbert spaces that are Za -spaces. To
show this, take A £ stfa\J!a (respectively, A £ Jfa \sfa ) and repeat Henderson
and Pelczyñski's argument to the spaces Y (A) x X, X £ 3?, where at? is that

of [2, p. 282].
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